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Gather your team The world's best practice
model for ACL injuries is  to

immediately undertake a
period of rehabilitation for at

least 3 months prior to making
any decisions about surgery.

Rehabilitation
Return To Play

Decision
Late stage

Regain and build strength

Regain balance 

Build single leg squat

Return to running

Your rehab program should be:
Individualised
Criteria NOT time driven
Variable (take rest days and weeks)
Social

Get very strong
Excellent landing performance  
Attain excellent hopping
Attain excellent change of direction
Attain excellent agility

Many people don't return to the same
level of sport after an ACL injury,

whether or not they have a
reconstruction. And that's OK. Stop

and consider these key things to
before making this important

decision.

Have you waited at least 12 months?  
 
Do you feel confident and ready to return? 
 
Have you prepared to play by training and
performing activities related to your sport?

Eliminate swelling
Return normal range
Normal movement
Basic strengthening

Ongoing Injury Prevention Strengthening 

Practise landing and absorbing force 

Practise changing direction

Practise agility

Your ACL journey is not finished when you
return to sport. You need to engage in regular
strengthening and injury prevention programs

to reduce the risk of re-injury.

There are many easy to access
resources to help, but the best injury
reduction program is the one that is
done. So do some of the following at

least twice per week.

YOUR ACL JOURNEY GUIDE

Treatment decision
Your choice about whether to get

surgery or not should be a
collaborative discussion about

what is right for you based on your
values and needs. Some things you

should think about are:

This guide does not replace medical advice. 
All rehab journeys should be individualised, please consult your rehab professionals for your specific plan and

more information.

ACL Injury

Key
Messages
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Begin rehabilitation

You should first get a clear idea
of what is wrong and gather your

team to help you get back to
doing what you love. 

Your team should guide and
support you.

You are the most integral
member of your team; your hard

work is all we need!

There is currently no high level evidence that demonstrates having surgery for your ACL injury
is superior to just performing a good period of rehabilitation in short or long-term outcomes.  

Non-Surgical

Did you know?

Surgical

What are my goals?

What are my values?

Risks vs rewards Do I have all the
info?

Am I being
listened to?

Have I been given
time to make a

decision?

Aim for a 'Quiet Knee'Early stage

Aim to 'Train to train'

Aim to 'Get strong'Mid stage

Remain positive: Remember your ACL
journey is filled with ups and downs.

Work hard: What you put into your
journey is what you will get out of it.

It's a team sport: Ensure your support team is
working to achieve the best outcome for you.

Prevention is the best cure: Once you return to
play, you need to continue your hard work. 


